We Saved Our Program!
If We Weren’t So Exhausted, We’d Celebrate
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On April 15, 2020 our university announced the School Psychology graduate program would
be closed and faculty laid off or re-rostered. We survived (so far). This is our story.

Who are We?
 Part of MN State Univ. System
 1 of 3 Programs in State-Only Specialist-only Program
 Cohorts of 8-12 per year
 2.5 FTE (faculty)
 Located in NW MN and
serving rural districts
We can now meet the needs of
our traditional in-person
students and give students like
Laura the chance to become
School Psychologists

End Result? New Opportunities: Curriculum and Delivery
•Updated curriculum with strengthened coverage in key areas like DEI,
SEL and mental health.
•Increased flexibility & accessibility for non-traditional students,
including a remote Grow-Your-Own option for districts and a few placebound students per cohort. This takes pressure off local practicum sites
and enhances recruitment. Flexibility will also benefit traditional students.
•Better integration of technology
“I chose MSUM because of their ability to adapt their program
to fit my unique needs and because of their reputation
for producing excellent school psychologists. It was hard to
believe I was going to get both quality and flexibility in
a program, but that is what MSUM provided me!”

Keys to Survival and Lessons Learned
1. Be ahead of the curve. Work on relationships,
recruitment, and budgetary solutions early.
2. Demonstrate the need for and value of School
Psychologists. Focus on the needs of children
and schools.
3. Link to goals/priorities of the University and
Community, including mission, diversity, and equity.
4. CONNECT FAST and long term. Outside
support is crucial. Local, regional, state, national.
5. Be data-based problem solvers.
6. Know NASP Graduate Education
Standards and communicate importance of NASP
Approval. Communicate with NASP PAB.
7. Proactively propose real solutions to
administration. Stay positive -but persistent.
8. Maintain commitment to quality.
9. Already have positive relationships and a solid
reputation within and outside the university. We had
key allies within administration working with us.
10. Be visible and engaged.
11. Be willing to be innovative. For us this
resulted in more flexibility and better service to
districts through a Grow-Your-Own option.
12.Solutions need to fit your situation – we
already taught large undergrad sections.
BE LIKE GUMBY! Always flexible...

